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On-Trade Campaign

Tag line:                       ‘Double Infused for Extra Flavour’
Period:         Always on
Secondary messaging:         ‘Craft gin best served with Orange’.

Purpose: 

Double infusion messaging has proven to drive trial in testing
Perfect serve messaging has proven to drive awareness in testing
Both drive differentiation

Double Infused for Extra Flavour

REASON TO BELIEVE

6 botanicals infused for 7 days

FUNCTIONAL 
BENEFIT

More flavour

On-Trade



Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Gin Branded Highball 

Source Please request - here

Bathtub Gin Branded HighballOn-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Gin Branded Bar 
Coasters 

Source Please request - here

Bathtub Gin Bar Coasters On-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Gin Branded Bar Towel

Source Please request - here

Bathtub Gin Branded Bar TowelOn-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Gin Branded Bar-blade 

Source Please request - here

Bathtub Gin Branded Bar BladeOn-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Gin Branded 
Matchboxes (Pack of 10) 

Source Please request - here

Bathtub Gin - Branded Matchboxes  On-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Gin - Pin 

Source Please request - here 

Bathtub Gin - PinOn-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Branded Takeaway Cups 
with QR Code (Sleeve of x50 
Cups and Lids)

Source Please request - here 

Bathtub Gin - Branded Takeaway Cups On-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit Upon Request 

Product description Bathtub Branded Chalkboard

Source Please request - here

Bathtub Gin - Branded Chalkboards On-Trade

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


Price per unit n/a

Product description Digital point of sale kits 

Source Please request downloadable 
files  - here

Digital Point of Sale Kits On-Trade

BANNERS SOCIAL ASSETS

MENU INSERTS

DIGITAL POSTERS

mailto:hello@bathtubgin.com


UK ON-TRADE  
SUGGESTED SERVES - 2021



Objective: drive purchase whilst educating bartenders and drinkers on Bathtub Gin cocktails and serves.

Method: Utilise menu inserts  or secure permanent menu listings to drive incremental consumer visibility. 

Strategy: 

● Secure long-term RoS and purchase through 
permanent menu listings or menu inserts if 
permanent listings are not available.

● Good scenario: one or more cocktails specials on 
menu insert or chalk board for at least 1 month

● Best case scenario: one or more cocktails listed on 
permanent menu for at least 6 months

● Barman education, digital menu assets, perfect 
serve suggestions and POS are available 

Menu Example 

Bathtub Gin cocktail menuOn-Trade



Bathtub Gin’s serve strategy is built to champion our ‘Double infused for extra flavour’ messaging.

#1 The perfect serve
Bathtub Gin and Tonic; craft gin best served with orange

#2 Negroni
The Bathtub Negroni; Bathtub’s extra flavour stands proud in this popular classic

Alternative serves
Alternative serves should be created using using the below guidelines in order to not create a barrier to recreation by the consumer 
and uphold our craft quality for the masses mission.

● Components should be easily available in grocery
● No more than 5 ingredients
● Rarely contain a secondary spirit 
● Seasonal where possible
● Long serves built in Bathtub Gin highball

On-Trade Serve Strategy



Distinctive Visual Assets

Premium tonic
(partnership)

Lots of iceBathtub 
Gin

Bathtub Gin
highball glass

Orange 
slice

Perfect serve: 
Bathtub Gin and Tonic

WHAT: Pour 50ml Bathtub gin over a highball filled with ice then top with 150ml Mediterranean Tonic, garnish with an orange slice

Preferred tonic:  Fever Tree Mediterranean tonic Preferred Glass: Bathtub Gin branded highball

WHY: Bathtub Gin’s double infusion process creates a bolder, brighter flavour, with a slight sweetness that stands up effortlessly in a classic G&T. 
Mediterranean Tonic compliments our slight sweetness nicely with less quinine. Finish with a slice of orange to bridge the orange from our double infusion 
and a fresh nose.

On-Trade Bathtub Gin Perfect Serve



WHAT: Pour 25ml Bathtub gin, 25ml Sweet Vermouth and 25ml of Campari stirred over a rocks glass filled with ice and stir for 10 seconds, garnish 
with an orange slice.

WHY:  Bathtub Gin’s extra flavour stand out in this flavour forward cocktail, balancing perfectly with the sweet vermouth and bitter Campari to 
create a bolder Negroni. Finish with a slice of orange to bridge the orange from our double infusion and a fresh nose.

On-Trade Bathtub Gin Negroni

VERMOUTH
& 

CAMPARI

Bathtub Gin Negroni

Distinctive Visual Assets

Bathtub 
Gin

Orange 
slice



WHAT: Pour 50ml Bathtub gin, 150ml Elderflower Sparkling Presse or 150ml of Raspberry Sparkling Presse, stirred over a wine glass filled with ice 
and stir for 10 seconds, garnish with an orange slice.

WHY:  Bathtub Gin’s extra flavour stand out in this flavour forward cocktail, with a lift from the sparkling presse offering a long light finish floral or 
fruity summer crispness. Finish with a slice of orange to bridge the orange from our double infusion and a fresh nose.

On-Trade Bathtub Gin Spritz

Bathtub Gin Spritz

Distinctive Visual Assets

Bathtub 
Gin

Orange 
slice

OR


